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UCSB Talk to Discuss Wal-Mart's
Influence on World Capitalism

The $250-billion retail giant Wal-Mart is not only the world's largest corporation, but
in many ways also its most controversial.

Nelson Lichtenstein, a professor of history at the University of California, Santa
Barbara, will discuss the dynamics of Wal-Mart's business and labor practices and
how they affect us all in "Wal-Mart: Template for 21st Century Capitalism," a UCSB
Affiliates Town Forum to be held Wednesday, Jan. 19 in Santa Barbara.

According to Lichtenstein, Wal-Mart's competitive success depends upon a global
system that cuts labor costs and "squeezes the last drop of sweated productivity
from millions of workers and thousands of subcontractors."

The Wal-Mart template has "made the retailer king and the manufacturer his
vassal," Lichtenstein said.

Its huge power and political influence are changing social and industrial policy
around the world, he said.

Lichtenstein is also director of UCSB's Center for the Study of Work, Labor, and
Democracy.

The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. at the First Presbyterian Church Fellowship Hall,
21 East Constance Avenue.



Cost is $8 for UCSB Affiliates, History Associates and Chancellor's Council members;
and $10 for non-members. Advance registration can be made by calling the UCSB
Office of Community Relations at 893-4388.

Lichtenstein is author of

"Walter Reuther:

the Most Dangerous Man in Detroit" and "State of the Union:

A Century of American Labor."

His writing frequently appears in the pages of Dissent, New Labor Forum, and The
Nation.
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About UC Santa Barbara

The University of California, Santa Barbara is a leading research institution that also
provides a comprehensive liberal arts learning experience. Our academic community
of faculty, students, and staff is characterized by a culture of interdisciplinary
collaboration that is responsive to the needs of our multicultural and global society.
All of this takes place within a living and learning environment like no other, as we
draw inspiration from the beauty and resources of our extraordinary location at the
edge of the Pacific Ocean.

http://www.history.ucsb.edu/people/person.php?account_id=39&first_name=Nelson&last_name=Lichtenstein

